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ABSTRACT
Final student in Diploma Architecture needs to come out with project report in order to understand the whole final 
project in every aspects started from basic level to final presentation. The final project is Proposed New Interior Design 
Scheme of Canon Showroom for Canon Malaysia Incorporated at No. 1, Jalan Sultan Azlan Shah, 31400 Ipoh, Perak Darul 
Ridzuan. As every Malaysian people know, Canon Incorporated is one of a gigantic company on its field. Its well-known 
through-out the globe. Their successful business by variety of business inspiring people and young entrepreneur to jump 
start their carrier on Business world.
Therefore, by proposing a showroom for Canon that specialized in camera, people can affiliate their free time to visit on 
Canon Showroom. Apart of giving out an info to people, they also could buy camera that catch their eyes during the 
displayed inside the showroom. By planning a Canon Showroom at Ipoh, photographer could spend their times on their 
hobby that is real life camera display.
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CHAPTER 1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 INTRODUCTION
Project Report is one of the subject which had to be taken by student part six (06) in this department. The purpose of the 
course as a practice for student to conduct their research based on their studio final project for this project report is a report on 
a new proposal which is proposed new design of Canon Showroom for Canon Malasia Incorparated at No. 1, Jalan Sultan 
Azlan Shah, Perak Darul Ridzuan.
Canon is one of the most well known franchisore of their product such as cameras, photo camcorders, photocopiers, steppers 
and computer printer. Founded in Tokyo Japan by Fujio Mitarai on 10th August 1937. One of the famous canon production is 
its camera. This is because alot of camera consumer nowadays such as photographer and community. Therefore the Canon 
product is truely know as the symbol of camera. Camera that Canon produce also got alot of different Ivl such as Pro Camera, 
Trainee Camera and Amature Camera. Each of the level got almost a thousand model speacial for the people who love on 
camera.
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